Why the Tri-Vortex Institute?
After the individual signs the TVI disclosure form, https://trivortex.com/Disclosure‐2018.pdf
the staff presents the Tri-Vortex protocols that address:
1. A very effective means of cleansing the teeth of bacteria that could be
contributing factors to all kinds of negative health conditions in the upper portion
of the body.
2. A very effective means of cleansing the gut of bacteria that could be contributing
factors to all kinds of negative health conditions in all parts of the body. This
cleanse lasts for a minimum of eight days.
3. A very effective way of making liquids wetter so the body has maximum
absorption of both liquids and solids. Dehydration due to poor absorption of
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liquids is the main contributing factor to all negative health conditions.
https://trivortex.com/Disc.html

4. A very effective way to absorb vitamins, minerals and nutrients via a
revolutionary process called Light Particle Assimilation (LPA). One can now wear
rather than swallow their vitamins, minerals and nutrients via the Tri-Vibes. This
is real not science fiction. https://trivortex.com/Tri‐Vibes.html
5. A very effective way to absorb four wavelengths of infrared light that function as
carriers for LPA of vitamins, minerals and nutrients. http://trivortex.com/TIB.pdf
6. A very effective means of absorbing multi-frequencies ranging from 10Hz to
110Hz that function as carriers for LPA of vitamins, minerals and nutrients. The
technology is called the Tri-Intra-Sound Unit and has rapidly lowered the blood
sugar levels of diabetics. https://trivortex.com/Intrasound.html
7. A very effective way to absorb oxygen ions that function as carriers for LPA of
Magnesium and Iodine that normally are very difficult to absorb by the human
body. This technology is called the Nano Oxygen Accelerator (NOA)
http://trivortex.com/NOA.pdf
8. A very effective way to replace missing tones in the body and especially 40Hz
that has been scientifically proven by MIT to be linked with Alzheimer’s. All other
marketers of products generating the 40Hz frequency have no precise control
over the frequency, phase and amplitude. TVI has very expensive proprietary
software that creates not only the most effective, correct and precise 40Hz
frequency, but a cornucopia of frequencies impacting all kinds of health
conditions. TVI has no competitors in the precise frequency delivery arena.
9. A very effective way to transfer HHO or Brown’s gas into the body that has been
treated by the unique Tri-Vortex Oxygen-Ion Amplifier (O-I Amp) that shatters the
hydrogen molecules into ions. Maximum absorption occurs after the hydrogen
has been reduced to the ion level.
10. A very effective way to detox the body via what is called the Cling-Wrap-Protocol.
http://trivortex.com/King‐Cellulitis.pdf

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Silver hydrosol spray is applied to both feet
Silver hydrosol gel is applied to both feet
Ozonated Oils are applied to both feet
Both feet are wrapped with a thin layer of cellophane (Cling-Wrap
Persons with toxins in the body have very moist or even wet feet when the
Cling-Wrap is removed one to four hours later.
F. The detox has instigated drowsiness but after a short nap the individual
feels very energized.
11. A very effective means to deliver hemp, CBD and other oils into the lungs via an
air pump, the O-I Amp and an ozone generator, bubbling jar and nasal cannulas.
The ozone generator is powered by the two positive poles of an amplifier that is
connected to a computer generating the Tri-Vortex frequencies. The positive
based ozone and oils are attracted to the ground plates connected to the
negative poles of the amplifier and applied to the target area. The TVI has the
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only system in world that provides maximum absorption of Hemp based oils in
the lungs and the target area.
12. A very effective way to stimulate stem cells in the bone marrow with the special
Tri-Vortex positive based frequencies that attract the stem cells or stem cell
energies to the applicators on the target area that are connected to the negative
poles of the amplifier. Once the stem cells or stem cell energies reach the target
area, additional frequencies are applied to turn-on the DNA of the stem cell for
maximum assimilation of the stem cell into the body part.
13. The most effective and powerful ozonated oils on the market.
https://trivortex.com/oils.html ‐ Former name was Transformed Plant Oils – new
name is Totally Ozone Oils.
14. TVI sessions are 55 minutes @ $200.00 per session for five prepaid sessions
and $190.00 for 10 prepaid sessions. Sessions are available only as packages
and not available as a single purchase service.
Do the TVI protocols and products improve the quality of life? Watch these videos for
the resounding answer - https://vimeo.com/user15258803 ‐ For every one video there are an
additional 20 persons who improved their quality of life but did not make a video
testimonial.
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